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ABSTRACT 

Gas Hft is one of the methods of lifting a well artificially. In a field a group of 

wells can be put under gas lift operation. Gas is injected to each of the wells and total oil 

production rate from the field would be equal to the sum of the individual oil rates. When 

limited gas is available, the gas should be allocated to each well in order to maximize the 

total oil production rate from the field. For each well there would then be an optimum 

point of gas injection and oil production rate where the incremental oil production rate 

relative to an incremental gas injection rate should be equal for all wells in the field. This 

optimum point can be found using the application of LaGrange Multipliers. This 

approach depends on the functional relationship between oil production and gas injection 

rates that may be generated using Nodal (TM Schlumberger) well performance software. 

Two types of functions, quadratic and rational functions have been used to fit the gas 

injection vs. oil production data. Gas-in, oil-out data fit with rational function produced 

better results than with quadratic function with regard to both data fit and resultant total 

optimum oil rate. Production losses are defined as the differences between rational 

optimum oil outputs and actual oil outputs at quadratic optimum gas injection rates. The 

optimum operating points can also be found using revenue, cost data of the wells where 

incremental revenue earned relative to an incremental cost incurred should be equal for 

each well. For unlimited gas, the rational function model is used to determine the most 

economic gas allocation rates at which the cost of an incremental gas injection is equal to 

the revenue earned for corresponding incremental oil output for each well. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Production from a petroleum reservoir initially depends on the natural energy of 

the reservoir. With time the natural energy of the reservoir depletes. When reservoir 

pressure is not adequate to force the liquids to the surface, a system of artificial lift must 

be installed. The major artificial lift systems include sucker rod pumping, gas lift, 

electrical submersible pumping, hydraulic jet and reciprocating pumping and plunger 

hft.̂  

The purpose of artificial lift is to maintain a reduced bottom hole pressure so the 

formation can give up the desired reservoir fluids. Maintaining the required flowing 

bottom hole pressure is the basis for the design of any artificial lift installation. The well 

will produce the desired fluids if a predetermined drawdown pressure can be maintained. 

This is true for any type of artificial lift method. 

Gas lift is one of the major types of artificial hft. A typical gas hft system^^ is 

illustrated in Figure 1.1. Gas lift is a means of lifting liquids (generally oil and/or water) 

from a vertical or inclined well by the injection of gas into the flow conduit.^ The injected 

gas moves the fluid to the surface by one or a combination of the following: reducing the 

fluid load pressure on the formation because of decreased fluid density and expansion of 

injected gas and displacing the fluid. In addition to serving as a primary method of 

artificial hft, gas lift can also be used effectively to kick-off wells that will flow normally, 

increase production from flowing wells, unload fluids from gas wells and back-flow 



water disposal wells. Gas lift is suitable for almost every type of well to be placed on 

artificial lift. An added advantage of gas lift is its versatility. Once an installation is made, 

changes in design can be accomplished to reflect changes in well conditions. Gas lift 

works best in wells that produce some gas to begin with. Free gas interferes with 

pumping methods of artificial lift. 

Mode of Gas Lift Operation 

A well can be placed on continuous or intermittent hft as illustrated in Figure 1.2. 

In continuous gas lift operation, the flowing bottom hole pressure remains 

constant for a particular set of conditions. A continuous volume of high pressure gas is 

injected to lighten the fluid column in the well bore until the flowing bottom hole 

pressure is reduced to maintain a sufficient pressure differential across the sand face, 

causing the well to produce the desired rate of flow. Continuous lift is suitable for wells 

with high productivity index and reasonably high bottom hole pressure relative to the 

well depth.^ 

In intermittent gas lift operation, the flowing bottom hole pressure varies with the 

particular time of one cycle of production. Gas is injected to the well at regular intervals 

coinciding with fluid fill-in rate from the producing formation into the well bore. A hquid 

slug is first allowed to build up, then gas is injected underneath the liquid slug. The gas 

propels the slug to the surface. Then the gas injection ceases until the build up of a new 

slug of liquid and the cycle continues. A surface time cycle controller is used to control 

the flow of injected gas into the well. Intermittent lift is used on wells with fluid volumes 
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that are relatively low i.e. 150 bpd or less or wells that have high productivity index with 

low bottom hole pressure or low productivity index with low bottom hole pressure. 

SOflfUUS GAi 
TO SALES 

TO ft rV.^ nt 

Figure 1.1. A Typical Gas Lift System. 

Source: Gas Lift: Book 6 of the Vocational Training Series, API, Dallas (1984) 5. 
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Figure 1.2. Continuous and Intermittent Flow. 

Source: Brown, K.E. etal.\ The Technology of Artificial Lift Methods, PennWell 
Publishing Company, Tulsa (1980) 2a, 1-2 and 95-104. 



Gas Lift Valve Mechanics 

Gas is injected to the well through gas lift valves placed on mandrels, which are 

run as part of the tubing string. In conventional mandrel the valve is mounted on the 

exterior part of the mandrel before the string is run. With a side pocket mandrel the valve 

is installed and retrieved by wireline methods. 

A gas lift valve is designed to stay closed until certain pressure conditions in the 

tubing and casing annulus are met. When the valve is open, injected gas flows from the 

casing annulus into the tubing for tubing flow gas lift. It can also be installed to allow 

flow of injected gas from the tubing to the casing annulus. A gas lift valve is opened in 

response to either injection gas or production fluids pressure. There are four basic types 

of completion designs for gas lift valves: (1) injection pressure operated tubing flow, (2) 

injection pressure operated casing flow, (3) production pressure operated tubing flow, 

and (4) production pressure operated casing flow. With injection pressure operated 

valves, the primary opening force for the valves is provided by injection gas pressure. 

Injected gas travels down the casing annulus or the tubing string to open the valve. With 

production pressure operated valves, the primary opening force for the valves is provided 

by production fluids pressure. Fluids are produced through the tubing string or the casing 

annulus to open the valve. Although injection pressure operated valves are more 

common, fluid operated valves certain advantages. They are suitable for dual completions 

and also less sensitive to injection pressure fluctuations. 

The closing force for gas lift valves is obtained from the pressure of a nitrogen 

charged bellows. The opening and closing pressures of the valve under operating 



conditions can be found from a force balance between opening and closing forces of the 

valve. The operating conditions of a gas lift valve in closed position are shown in Figure 

1.3. 

The equation below is a basic force balance equation under operating conditions 

for injection pressure operated tubing flow when the valve is closed: 

{PAA,) = {PctA~A^)+{P.K) (1-1) 

where P^ is the pressure in bellows in psig, Â  is the total effective bellows area in 

square inches, P^ is the casing pressure at valve depth in psi, A^ is the valve port area in 

square inches and P, is the tubing pressure at valve depth in psi. 

Dividing each term in Equation (1.1) by bellows area and after rearranging, the 

casing or gas injection pressure at depth required to just open the gas lift valve is found 

as: 

(P,-PR) ,, ^, 

'---fW ''•'' 

A R 
where R is defined as the ratio —^.The ratio 7 r is defined as the tubing effect 

P R 
factor (TEE) or the production pressure effect factor (PPEF). The term -r—^—r is defined 

as the tubing or the production pressure effect, which helps determine the effects of the 

tubing or the production fluids pressure on valve opening. That is, as the tubing pressure 

increases, the casing pressure required to open the valve decreases. 



The closing pressure of this valve under operating conditions can also be found 

from the same force balance approach. The operating conditions of a gas lift valve in 

open position are shown in Figure 1.4. In this case the pressure acting on port area of the 

valve will be the casing pressure instead of the tubing pressure. Replacing the tubing 

pressure term in Equation (1.1) with casing pressure, the following equation is obtained: 

ipA\)={pM-A,h{Pci\) (1-3) 

and solving for casing pressure it is found: 

Pc=P, (1-4) 

which implies that casing pressure at depth must be reduced to the bellows pressure at 

depth for the valve to close.^ 

The bellows pressure has been discussed above as it would exist in a valve 

operating down hole. Since the valves are set at the surface at a different temperature 

(60°F) the bellows pressure must be converted to standard conditions by multiplying it 

with a correction factor. The test rack opening pressure (TRO), which is the pressure 

setting on the test bench at 60°F is found by dividing the corrected bellows pressure by 

{I-R) to give: 

C P 
P =±L!J- (15) 

where P^^^ is the test rack opening pressure in psi and C, is the temperature correction 

factor for bellows pressure to correct the N2 properties from the downhole temperature to 

60°F. 
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Figure 1.3. Gas Lift Valve Operating Conditions in Closed Position. 

Source: Brown, K.E. et al:. The Technology of Artificial Lift Methods, Petroleum 
Pubhshing Company, Tulsa (1980) 2a, 1-2 and 95-104. 
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Well Unloading Process 

The well is unloaded after the gas lift installation has been designed and all 

equipment is in place. 

Continuous Flow 

The continuous flow unloading sequence is illustrated in Figure 1.5. Initially all 

valves are open when injection gas pressure is applied on the top of the hquid column in 

the casing annulus. Until the top valve is uncovered, fluid from the casing annulus is U-

tubed into the tubing string by injection gas pressure. Some fluid usually is forced into 

the formation as well. When the top valve is uncovered injection gas starts entering the 

tubing through this valve. Fluid from lower valves is still being transferred from the 

annulus to the tubing. Shortly after the second valve is uncovered, the top valve closes 

and the fluid in the tubing is aerated through the second valve as fluid in the casing is 

transferred to the tubing through third and bottom valves. The second valve closes shortly 

after the third valve is uncovered. If the third valve is the operating valve, fluid will 

remain in the casing annulus above the valves below that point. 

Intermittent Flow 

The intermittent flow unloading sequence using a time cycle surface controller is 

illustrated in Figure 1.6. Fluid in the tubing string is brought to the surface as slugs of 

liquid by injection gas pressure. Until the top valve is uncovered, fluid from the casing 

annulus is U-tubed into the tubing string by injection gas pressure exerted on the top of 

10 



the liquid column in the casing."̂ ^ When the top valve is uncovered injection gas starts 

entering the tubing through this valve and lifts the first liquid slug to the surface. Then 

the controller is closed until the casing pressure decreases to the closing pressure of the 

top valve. After the controller opens, the casing pressure increases to the opening 

pressure of the top valve and the top valve opens. Injection gas again starts entering the 

tubing and pushes the liquid slug above it to the surface. Then the controller again closes 

and the casing pressure decreases to the closing pressure of the top valve. When the 

tubing pressure decreases following the surfacing of the slug and closing of the top valve, 

fluid from the annulus is again transferred to the tubing string through the open valves 

below the fluid level. The controller reopens after a liquid slug gets accumulated above 

the top valve. This process continues until the second valve is uncovered. Injection gas 

now enters the tubing through the second valve and lifts the liquid slug to the surface. 

Gas lift operation continues from the depth of the second valve until the third valve is 

uncovered. The top valve remains closed since its opening pressure is higher than the 

opening pressure of the second valve. The unloading process from the second valve to the 

third valve, from the third valve to the fourth valve, etc., is similar to the process 

described between the top and second valves. This process goes on until the operating 

valve is uncovered. Then the injection gas enters the tubing through this valve and brings 

the liquid slug to the surface. All other valves are now closed since their opening 

pressures are higher than the opening pressure of the operating valve. The standing valve 

remains closed during the unloading sequence since the tubing pressure is greater than 

the formation pressure. So no drawdown takes place across the formation during 

11 
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intermittent unloading. After the unloading is complete the well goes into normal 

intermittent operation with the gas injection occurring intermittently through the 

operating valve."̂ ^ 

Compressor Svstem 

The injection gas must be compressed to the desired pressure to operate a gas lift 

system. Generally the compressor system is classified as: (1) open system, (2) semiclosed 

system, and (3) closed rotative system.^ 

In an open system gas from a low pressure system is pressurized to the desired 

operating pressure, utilized for well lifting and then returned to the low pressure system 

for sale. In a semiclosed system the gas coming from the well is partially recycled to be 

recompressed and make-up gas is available to keep the system charged. A low-pressure 

sales outlet takes gas from the well. In a closed rotative system the gas makes a complete 

cycle. After being compressed the gas goes to the well, separator and back to the 

compressor. No make-up gas should be required for a properly designed system. 

However, during the startup of the operation make-up gas may be needed to charge the 

system or air could be used to start the system. If air is used proper care should be taken 

to prevent the formation of explosive mixtures. The air-gas mixture should not be 

recompressed.^ Air unloading is not recommended. 

The design of the compressor system requires a number of factors to be 

considered as follows: 

• Number and location of wells, location of lease equipment. 
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Individual gas lift valve design for each well. 

Gas volume needed. 

Injection gas pressure 

Separator and suction pressures. 

Gas distribution system. 

Low-pressure gathering system. 

Availability of make-up gas. 

Availability of gas sales outlet. 

Evaluation of system under freezing and hydrate conditions. 

Compressor sizing. 

All these factors need to be thoroughly analyzed before finalizing the layout of the 

system.^ 

The compressor horsepower^ depends on compression ratio, number of stages and 

gas flow rate as follows: 

HP = 23R''nq (1.6) 

where HP is the compressor horsepower, R is the compression ratio, n is the number of 

stages and q is the gas flow rate in MMSCF/D. 

Basically compressors are classified as: (1) positive displacements compressors 

and (2) dynamic-type compressors.^^ In positive displacement compressors successive 

volumes of gas are confined within a closed space and elevated to a higher pressure. 

Reciprocating compressors are common examples of positive displacement compressors. 

In dynamic-type compressors gas is compressed by mechanical action of rotating 
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impellers imparting velocity and pressure to the flowing medium. Centrifugal 

compressors are common examples of dynamic-type compressors. 

In a reciprocating compressor the compressing element is a piston having a 

reciprocating motion in a cylinder. The principal driving sources for providing motive 

power to a reciprocating compressor are: (1) electric motors, (2) oil or gas engines, and 

(3) steam engines or steam turbines.^^ The prime mover is selected on the basis of 

economy, convenience and availability of the particular energy needed. A reciprocating 

compressor can handle varying suction and discharge pressures and still maintain high 

mechanical and adiabatic efficiency. It produces the highest compression ratios but is 

probably the most expensive with very high operating and maintenance costs. The 

compressor valve maintenance is highly dependent on solid and liquid contaminants of 

the gas, which can be a problem with wellhead compression. 

In a centrifugal compressor kinetic energy is imparted to the gas via the impeller 

by centrifugal forces. The drivers, which are commonly used with a centrifugal 

compressor, include: (1) electric motors, (2) steam turbines, (3) gas expansion turbines, 

(4) combustion gas turbines, and (5) internal combustion engines. When operated at 

constant speed, a centrifugal compressor delivers a variable capacity from approximately 

50 to 100 percent of rated capacity at essentially constant discharge pressure. When 

operated at variable speed, a centrifugal compressor may be used to deliver a constant 

capacity at variable pressure, a variable capacity at constant pressure or both a variable 

capacity and variable pressure. The inlet or discharge pressure and the capacity are the 

basic controlling parameters for regulating the operation of a centrifugal compressor. ̂ ^ 
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Effects on Oil Production 

In a gas injection well, density of liquids (oil and/or water) in the tubing string 

decreases as the hquids are displaced by the injected gas. As a result the liquid column in 

tubing string gets lighter and production increase. At the same time the flowing bottom 

hole pressure goes down due to decrease in liquid column density in the tubing and 

accordingly more drawdown can take place across the sandface. The production of oil 

starts increasing with increasing gas injection. However, with more gas being injected the 

frictional effects increase and the overall resistance to oil flow will increase. This places a 

limitation on the maximum gas injection rate. Well tests or calculations can be used to 

generate a so-called gas-in (X-axis) versus oil-out (Y-axis) plot. 

Limited Gas Supply 

A group of wells can be produced simultaneously by the gas lift method. The total 

oil production rate from the field would be equal to the sum of the oil production rates 

from individual wells. The amount of gas available for the injection process is very 

important regarding production performance of the field. If limited gas is available for 

injection, the gas must be allocated properly to each well in order to maximize the total 

field oil rate. For each well there would be an optimum operating point of gas injection 

and oil production implying that the incremental rate of oil production with respect to the 

incremental rate of gas injection should be equal for each well. Thus equal amounts of oil 

output would be obtained from each well for the same incremental amount of injection 

gas. A schematic diagram of performance curves of two wells is shown in Figure 1.7 
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where slopes are equal at the optimum operating points for each well. The sum of the gas 

rates at the points of equal slope is equal to the total gas available. This equal slope point 

is found by the LaGrange multiplier method depending on the functional relationship 

between gas injection and oil production rates for each well. An algorithm outlining the 

calculation steps is shown using a flow chart in Figure 1.8. 
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X i X, 
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Figure 1.7. To maximize oil production. Mi and M2 must be equal and 
Xi + X2 = total gas available. 
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CONSTRUCT WELL GAS-IN VS. OIL-
OUT CURVES USING SOFTWARE OR 
ACTUAL WELL TESTS 

TABULATE GAS-IN OIL-OUT 
DATA FOR EACH WELL 

CURVE FIT WELL DATA WITH TRIAL 
FUNCTIONS USE^G LEAST SQUARE 
METHOD OF FITTrNG 

CALCULATE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS 

CALCULATE OPTIMUM 
GAS INJECTION RATES 

YES 

CALCULATE OPTIMUM 
OIL PRODUCTION RATES CCALCULATE AVERAGE 

SQUARED CORRELATION 
COEFHCIENT 

Figure 1.8. Oufline of Algorithm for Calculating Optimum Gas and Oil Rates. 
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CHAPTER n 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Appropriate fluid and multiphase flow correlations were used by Abdel-Waley et 

al to determine expected oil production rates for injected gas rates at various points of 

injection. After determining the point of injection for each well from actual pressure and 

temperature surveys, a gas lift performance curve (gas-in, oil-out) for each well was 

constructed. A comparison between the actual and optimum operating conditions 

determined the optimal gas lift achieving a net oil gain of 2000 barrels per day. 

Sugiarso carried out gas lift optimization for limited gas supply using gas lift 

optimization allocation and nodal analysis softwares. Accurate measurement of field and 

well test data and close monitoring of the gas lift system resulted in a total oil gain of 

1250 barrels per day. 

Use of programmable logic controllers was reported by Knott̂ ^ in offshore oil 

field for controlling production of from gas lifted wells, with well data being transmitted 

through radio link between the controllers and the onboard control room. An optimum 

production flowrate was maintained for each well by controlling the operation of the 

wellhead choke valves and valves on the lift gas lines. 

Stewart et alf^ decreased orifice sizes of the gas lift valves and redesigned the gas 

lift headers to remove the problems of slugging and hydrate formation. The compressor 

suction pressure had to be lowered due to increasing water cuts. Computer-based 

distributed control systems were used for determining optimum gas injection rate for each 
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well. Back-pressure on gas lift wells was minimized by replacing flowhne chokes with 

elbow spoolpieces effecting an increase of 3000 barrels per day of oil production. 

Well evaluation software was used by Stinson"̂ ^ for analyzing the design of a gas 

hft system. Effects of tubing size, gas injection pressure, separator pressure and gas 

injection volume on production rates and compressor horsepower requirements for gas 

lift wells were studied using this software. 

Laing described production optimization from gas lift wells by conducting 

special training for operators, analyzing flowing pressure and temperature surveys, 

replacing defective gas lift valves, measuring correctly injection gas flowrate to each 

well, twinning surface flowline and improving gas lift design techniques. Injection 

pointes were bracketed for future or uncertain conditions. 

A computer program was formulated by McAllan^^ to optimize oil production by 

automated gas lift flow control. An automated algorithm was established regarding 

actions to be taken by the computer in response to the comparison of the lift gas 

compressor discharge pressure with fixed limits. 

Leonard^^ described a closed-loop gas lift system where software was used to 

generate well performance curves for optimization calculations. The top valves were 

changed to spring-loaded valves in order to avoid the effects of excessive temperature 

differentials caused by the permafrost during unloading. 

A strategy for gas lift allocation and production well selection based on the 

incremental gas oil ratio and formation gas oil ratio concepts was implemented by 

Stoisits et alf"^ in order to increase the oil production from a compression capacity 
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limited field. The total oil production from the field increased by approximately 10,000 

barrels per day as a result of the optimization strategy. 

Coltharp and Khokhar described a computer based control system to monitor 

and control the operation of the gas lifted wells. The control system maximized the oil 

production by automatically controlling the gas injection rates within specified limits and 

also by maintaining constant supply of available gas to high producing wells following 

the shut down of any compressor. 

An economic approach to oil production and gas allocation in continuous gas lift 

was discussed by Clegg.̂ ^ The optimal gas injection rate, defined as the rate resulting in 

the highest present value profit after tax, would be less than the rates achieving maximum 

oil production and maximum current operating cash income. The study indicated that the 

maximum oil flow is usually not the best economic point of operation. 

Everitt^^ showed that gas-lift optimization efforts in a large mature field could 

reduce the gas lift requirements by 50%. He significantly reduced the compression costs 

and markedly improved the field's financial performance. The lift gas requirements were 

minimized by elimination of heading problems by installing a smaller orifice at the point 

of injection. 

Adjunta and Majek^ reported uses of high-performance personal computer and 

intelligent remote terminal unit for optimizing the remote control of gas injection and 

surveillence of offshore gas hfted wells. The steady-state production curve of a well was 

generated with the use of a solar-powered wellhead monitor. A computer program fitted 

this curve with a third degree polynomial to determine the optimal gas injection rate. 
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which was used as the set point in the control system network. The flow/no-flow 

condition of the well was determined by installing a nozzle on the well discharge side. 

Systems analysis techniques were applied by Amondin and Jackson for 

optimizing gas lift allocation in a group of gas lifted wells. An optimization software was 

used to determine the optimal gas allocation rates from the analysis of well performance 

curves modeled with a polynomial function. The optimization algorithm also handled the 

choke settings in surrounding naturally flowing wells. 

no 

Palke and Home applied nonlinear optimization algorithms to a field model that 

was composed of a reservoir model, a well model with gas lift, a choke model and a 

separator model. The combination of the production parameters such as tubing diameter, 

separator pressure, gas injection depth and volume of gas injection was looked for 

optimizing the net present value of the model. The genetic algorithm optimization 

techniques were found to be both stable and efficient to address these sorts of 

optimization problems. 

Programmable logic controller was used by Lematayer and Miret to increase the 

gas-lift efficiency with an increase in oil production and a decrease in gas injection. 

Tubing head temperature was used as the production rate indicator, which was 

maximized by adjusting the gas injection rate. There is some question that the maximum 

production temperature corresponds to the maximum rate. 

Application of a genetic algorithm was described by Martinez et al. to the 

problem of assigning optimum gas injection rates to a group of wells given an available 
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total gas supply for the field. The productivity of the field increased by approximately 

20% with respect to the approach based on individual well optimization. 

Mantecon presented a multi-stage optimization program giving emphasis on 

individual well optimization, improving gas lift design technique, converting to other 

artificial lift methods, improving system diagnostics, field personnel training and 

enhancing engineering communication. Significant improvements were found in 

individual well profitability, optimizing injection gas usage, well monitoring and data 

acquisition. 

Cooksey and Pool̂ "̂  discussed the application of automated control system in 

optimizing continuous flow gas lift operations. The controllers could be used with 

centralized master station direction or as stand-alone products. Local controllers when 

they were not continuously dependent on the central master station performed better in 

optimizing the operations of gas lifted wells. 

An artificial lift allocation program, based on a personal computer was used by 

Woodyard"^^ to improve the productivity of gas lifted wells. The wells were identified for 

shut-in or reallocation based on their injection gas-oil ratios. The program provided 

comparison between a correlation-based well gradient and the latest survey of pressure at 

depth. Changes in wellhead pressures during reallocation of injected gas were not 

considered by the program. 

Kanu^^ proposed gas lift production optimization with data gathering, systems 

analysis, gas allocation, gas lift valve placement and evaluation and implementation. 

Well performance was reviewed by plotting tubing and casing pressures before 
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implementing allocation calculations. The author also recommended that one team should 

be responsible for both analysis and implementation of gas lift optimization. 

Walsh"̂ ^ emphasized gas lift valve quality, a workshop for setting and testing 

valves, well modeling and optimization, consistent design methodology and training of 

operations personnel for successful gas lift production optimization. Methods for 

accurately measuring the gas injection rates and guidelines for well re-testing were also 

presented. 

El-Massry and Price^^ developed a gas lift allocation model simulating the 

combined performance of the reservoir, production wells, flowlines and gas lift system. A 

multiphase fluid flow simulator was used to generate a system performance curve for 

each well taking into account any changes in reservoir pressure, well productivity index, 

water cut and gas lift entry points. Bottom hole pressure surveys and pilpeline profiles 

were checked for making appropriate choices of multiphase flow correlations. The 

performance curves were fitted with a polynomial function and optimal allocation of 

available gas to each well was determined considering equal gradients in tubing or the 

slope of gas-in, oil-out curves of all producing wells. 

The importance of performance analysis of gas lift valve was demonstrated by 

Laing^^ in maximizing production from gas lifted wells. When used in conjunction with 

downhole pressure and temperature surveys, the performance analysis of gas lift valve 

helped identify leaking valves, correct mandrel spacing, predict the consequences of 

increasing surface injection pressure and develop flexible design procedures for 

optimizing production. 
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Blann and Wilhams defined the most economical gas injection pressure for a gas 

lift installation as one, which resulted in the lowest compression horsepower per barrel of 

fluid lifted. The other advantages associated with it were higher production rates, lower 

injection gas volumes, smaller sizes of gas distribution hnes and less downhole 

equipment. Major factors such as bubble point pressure and solution gas oil ratio of the 

produced fluid, well productivity, watercut, wellhead backpressure, injected gas 

properties, well design facilities and type of gas lift equipment were considered to 

determine the most economical gas injection pressure. 

Redden et al. calculated optimum distribution of available lift gas to a group of 

gas lifted wells based on each well's contribution to the profit of the system. The 

optimum gas injection rate was the rate at which the expense for an added increment of 

gas injection was equal to the increment of revenue returned. In case of total system gas 

requirements exceeding total gas available, the gas injection rate was reduced according 

to a priority ranking of the wells in such a manner that minimized the loss of revenue. 

Systems analysis techniques were applied by Brown et al.^ in order to optimize 

production rate and gas consumption of a continuous flow gas lift system. Effects of well 

capability, tubing size, flowline size, separator and gas injection pressures were analyzed 

for optimizing production from a group of wells placed on continuous gas lift. Increase in 

flowline size was recommended over lowering of separator pressure to obtain higher 

production rate. Also pressure loss in the flowline was considered in determining 

optimum gas injection rate. 
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Kanu showed that the application of systems analysis techniques to gas Hft 

design improved production from gas lifted wells by at least 50%. The analysis led to 

changes in casing and wellhead pressures, gas oil ratios and gas lift valve settings. With 

the high cost of gas compression, the improvement in gas-lift well performance brought 

about by system analysis also marked an automatic improvement in economics. 

Simmons defined gas lift optimization as the process of determining gas 

injection rates for a group of oil wells that would result in the highest present value 

operating cash income over the life of the wells. Accurate measurements of optimum gas 

injection rates were very much dependent on the use of reliable multiphase flow 

correlations and the analysis of the effects of various parameters such as tubing size, 

separator pressure or gas lift system pressure. Computer programs were used for both 

unlimited and limited gas supply. Errors in well and cost data, inaccuracies in rate 

measurements and multiphase flow correlations, well heading and mechanical problems 

all made it extremely difficult to achieve the profits predicted by optimization programs. 

Two methods were used by Kleyweg et al.^^ to find optimal distribution of the 

available lift-gas for a group of wells on a platform. In one method they applied a linear-

programming technique to the polynomials representing the well performance curves. 

They also used a step-by-step method, where the well performance curves were scanned 

to find the curve with the maximum slope after all the wells had been kicked off with 

enough gas. The gas lift rate to the corresponding well was then increased by one step 

and so on until all the available gas was distributed. Total oil rate for both these methods 

were almost same although gas allocations to individual wells varied. The step-by-step 
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method was more appropriate to be incorporated in an automatic gaslift optimization 

system with computer control of gashft chokes. 

A simulation and optimization method based on a mathematical technique called 

sequential linear programming was developed by Handley-Schachler et al.^^ to determine 

the optimal lift-gas allocation to networks of gas-lifted wells. The lift-gas in this case is 

the associated gas produced from a group of wells in an oil field. It was shown that apart 

from its use as lift-gas, the associated gas can also be used optimally for other purposes 

such as for compression, for re-injection into reservoirs and for sale. 

Gas lift optimization is crucial to sustain production as oil fields mature. Several 

gas lift optimization tools such as nodal analysis, gas hft optimization allocation model, 

gas lift surveillence databases and gas lift monitoring system were used by Chia and 

Hussain^^ in gas lift optimization efforts like production system pressure reduction, well 

mix optimization, gas lift training and four-point tests. The challenges faced by them 

during the gas lift implementation and optimization were dual completion gas hft 

operation, retrieval of tight dummy valves, emulsions and sand production. 

A pressure-balance based multiphase flow network solving technique, coupled 

with sequential quadratic programming was used by Dutta-Roy and Kattapuram^^ to 

solve network based gas-lift allocation optimization problems. The primary constraint in 

gas-lift networks was the availabihty of injection gas. The other constraints included 

compressor operation limits, production ceiling contracts, water handling facilities and 

allowable operating pressures. The overall field production improved reasonably while 
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considerable savings could be made in terms of time and analysis by solving the field 

wide allocation problem simultaneously. 

Buitrago et al. used a global optimization technique for determining the optimum 

gas injection rate for a group of wells in order to maximize the total oil production rate 

for a given total amount of gas without restriction in the well response and the number of 

wells in the system. 

Optimization of a continuous flow gas-hft system was carried out by Zheng-

Gang et al. by maximizing the daily cash income from the productions of the gas lifted 

wells subject to various system constraints such as limited total hquid production rate, 

limited total gas production rate, limited individual well liquid production rates and 

limited lift-gas supply. Sensitivity analysis of the optimum results with respect to changes 

in system parameters were also presented in the work. Lo^^ also considered multiple 

production constraints such as field rates of gas, water and liquid to find optimal 

allocation of continuous lift gas to wells for maximizing the total oil rate from the field. 

The optimum marginal gas oil ratio, at which a well had to operate depended on its water 

oil ratio and was different for each well. 

Edwards et aO^ established a gas-lift optimization and production allocation 

model for manifolded subsea wells. A multi-phase simulator was used to generate well 

performance curves, which were installed in the data base of the model. Optimal gas 

allocation from limited gas to each well was found using the model by maximizing total 

oil rate from the field. The analysis was subject to the constrained optimum that the 

gradients of gas-in, oil-out curves of all producing wells were equal. 
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A personal computer based gas lift workstation was presented by Woodyard'̂ ^ in 

order to perform gradient computations, historical survey matches, find the proper 

injection depth for current well conditions and determine the corresponding optimum 

injection rate for each well. The workstation contained an artificial lift allocation program 

based on a database and analytical programs. Using the program response curves were 

generated for each well between their gas injection and oil output rates and the optimal 

gas allocation to each well was found according to the principal of equal slope. 

Kanu et al. presented the formulation of an economic slope based on the concept 

that the profit from incremental recovery of oil should be equal to the cost of additional 

gas injected to effect that production. This economic slope was used to allocate a total 

amount of gas at the optimal economic point for a group of wells. 

Nishikiori et al.^^ presented a method using quasi-Newton non-linear optimization 

technique to determine the optimum gas injection rates for a group of continuous gas lift 

wells for maximizing the total oil production and also proposed to generate the initial 

estimate of the gas injection rates in proportion to the maximum liquid production rate 

possible for each well. 
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CHAPTER m 

CALCULATIONS 

The calculation examples presented here are based on gas injection and oil output 

rates of five gas lifted wells. The data for the wells are found from system curves 

generated by running a software program for well performance, which depends on 

multiphase flow tubing pressure drop models. The well data are presented in Tables 3.1 

through 3.5 where the X-axis is gas injection rate in MSCF/D and the Y-axis is oil output 

rate in STB/D. 

The calculations will demonstrate the use of LaGrange Multipliers to find the 

equal slope point for gas allocation considering limited gas available. Also the effects of 

the type of function used to fit the curve are demonstrated. 

Table 3.1: Gas injection and oil output rates in well one. 

X , Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

1.75 

115 

385 

735 

1290 

3;, Oil output rate (STB/D) 

67 

195 

257 

286 

317 
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Table 3.2: Gas injection and oil output rates in well two. 

X, Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

2 

155 

380 

650 

1100 

y , Oil output rate (STB/D) 

25 

158 

172 

177 

180 

Table 3.3: Gas injection and oil output rates in well three. 

X, Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

1.75 

95 

290 

575 

1050 

y , Oil output rate (STB/D) 

27 

133 

156 

162 

165 

Table 3.4: Gas injection and oil output rates in well four. 

X, Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

1.8 

120 

y , Oil output rate (STB/D) 

49 

192 
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Table 3.4: Continued. 

X, Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

350 

780 

1350 

y , Oil output rate (STB/D) 

228 

241 

246 

Table 3.5: Gas injection and oil output rates in well five. 

X, Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

1 

95 

320 

750 

1380 

3;, Oil output rate (STB/D) 

82 

216 

303 

335 

346 

Curve Fitting of Data 

In each well, the gas injection and oil production rates are then fit into two types 

of functions: (1) quadratic and (2) rational. The oil and gas rates are considered as 

dependent and independent variables. Coefficients of these functions are determined 

using the method of least square analysis. The least square derivations are shown in detail 

in Appendices A and B. The least square coefficients are presented in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 

where a,b and c are the coefficients of the functions and R^ is the square of the 
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correlation coefficient. The quadratic function is defined as 

y = ax^ +bx + c nn 

and the rational function is defined as 

(a + ex) 

^=aTM '̂-'̂  
The quadratic expression is commonly used for such calculations and the rational 

function is an attempt at a simple improvement to the system. Also the comparison shows 

the effect on fitting function accuracy to the oil production outcome. R^ is defined as: 

^ ' = 1 - 7 - (3.3) 

where S is the sum of the squares of the errors between the data and the function and S^ 

is the sum of the squares of the errors about the mean value of the oil rates.'̂ ^ 

Table 3.6: Quadratic function fit between gas injection and oil output rates in all wells. 

Parameter 

a 

b 

c 

S 

Ss 

R' 

Well one 

-0.00022213 

0.446429103 

103.8970237 

4167.470117 

39071.2 

0.893336521 

Well two 

-0.00026753 

0.400252683 

55.6845382 

3907.183475 

17513.2 

0.776900654 

Well three 

-0.00025447 

0.360938552 

61.0548163 

3470.446983 

13533.2 

0.743560504 

Well four 

-0.00021571 

0.395431021 

96.2121798 

6484.459977 

27058.8 

0.76094801 

Well five 

-0.00026933 

0.52296295 

128.988596 

6283.567988 

48425.2 

0.870241775 
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Table 3.7: Rational function fit between gas injection and oil output rates in all wells. 

Parameter 

a 

b 

c 

S 

Ss 

R' 

Well one 

66.3795262 

0.006947628 

2.34116541 

214.4054118 

39071.2 

0.99451244 

Well two 

13.70669684 

0.035507572 

6.535830025 

0.148325274 

17513.2 

0.999991531 

Well three 

18.73088482 

0.033123421 

5.61731063 

0.589952874 

13533.2 

0.999956407 

Well four 

41.46434637 

0.020440884 

5.183795835 

0.238361978 

27058.8 

0.999991191 

Well five 

78.8900435 

0.009741759 

3.596152748 

34.71676169 

48425.2 

0.999283085 

Using the least square coefficients in Table 3.6 oil output rates for quadratic 

function fit are calculated for each well from Equation (3.1). Similarly oil output rates for 

rational function fit are calculated from Equation (3.2) using the least square coefficients 

in Table 3.7. The data points and the oil output rates calculated from the quadratic and the 

rational functions are tabulated in Tables 3.8 through 3.12. The oil production rates, from 

data and calculated from the quadratic and the rational function fits are plotted against 

gas injection rates in Figures 3.1 through 3.5. 

The rational function is considered as an alternative to the quadratic function for 

fitting well data because it is simple, easy to differentiate and fits the data very well as 

evident from the values of R^ in Table 3.7. Sinusoidal functions are not considered since 

they do not represent true well behavior. The well behavior follows the trend of 

monotonic functions. So the rational function is an appropriate choice to model the well 

gas injection and oil output data. 
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The optimum operating points of gas injection and oil output for each well are 

found on the gas-in, oil-out curves in Figures 3.1 through 3.5 for both the quadratic and 

the rational functions using the LaGrange multiplier method. 

Table 3.8: Oil output rates from data and the functions for well one. 

X, Gas injection rate 
(MSCF/D) 

1.75 

115 

385 

735 

1290 

y , Oil output rate 
(STB/D) 

67 

195 

257 

286 

317 

y, quadratic 
(STB/D) 

104.677594 

152.298754 

242.847602 

312.024396 

310.15069 

y, rational 
(STB/D) 

69.62998011 

186.5579756 

263.3390997 

292.660964 

309.8119404 

Table 3.9: Oil output rates from data and the functions for well two. 

X, Gas injection rate 
(MSCF/D) 

2 

155 

380 

650 

1100 

y , Oil output rate 
(STB/D) 

25 

158 

172 

177 

180 

y, quadratic 
(STB/D) 

56.48397345 

111.296322 

169.1493828 

202.8178168 

172.252506 

y, rational 
(STB/D) 

25.00278081 

157.8739039 

172.3137542 

176.993773 

179.8157803 
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Table 3.10: Oil output rates from data and the functions for well three. 

X, Gas injection rate 
(MSCF/D) 

1.75 

95 

290 

575 

1050 

y , Oil output rate 
(STB/D) 

27 

133 

156 

162 

165 

y, quadratic 
(STB/D) 

61.6856794 

93.047348 

144.325706 

184.458911 

159.482356 

y, rational 
(STB/D) 

26.99631064 

133.2076266 

155.3633103 

162.0617496 

165.3710036 

Table 3.11: Oil output rates from data and the functions for well four. 

X, Gas injection rate 
(MSCF/D) 

1.8 

120 

350 

780 

1350 

y , Oil output rate 
(STB/D) 

49 

192 

228 

241 

246 

y, quadratic 
(STB/D) 

96.923257 

140.55772 

208.18892 

236.91791 

236.91791 

y, rational 
(STB/D) 

48.99256641 

192.1627265 

227.5843113 

241.0795404 

246.1808397 
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Table 3.12: Oil output rates from data and the functions for well five. 

X, Gas injection rate 
(MSCF/D) 

1 

95 

320 

750 

1380 

y , Oil output rate 
(STB/D) 

82 

216 

303 

335 

346 

y, quadratic 
(STB/D) 

129.5112896 

176.2394216 

268.7578996 

369.7157137 

337.775674 

y, rational 
(STB/D) 

81.69038817 

218.4013186 

298.6520641 

334.2039381 

349.0522629 
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Figure 3.1: Plot of Oil Output versus Gas Injection for Well One. 
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Figure 3.2: Plot of Oil Output versus Gas Injection for Well Two. 
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Figure 3.3: Plot of Oil Output versus Gas Injection for Well Three. 
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Figure 3.4: Plot of Oil Output versus Gas Injection for Well Four. 
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Figure 3.5: Plot of Oil Output versus Gas Injection for Well Five. 
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LaGrange Multiplier Method 

LaGrange optimization is carried out to find an optimum point of gas injection 

rate and oil output rate for each well such that incremental oil output rate with respect to 

the incremental gas injection rate is equal for each well. This analysis is subject to a 

constraint regarding the availability of limited gas for injection. The total gas available is 

1000 MSCF/D. At the optimum points of operation the slopes of gas injection oil output 

curves are equal for all wells. The calculated value of this equal slope is different using 

the quadratic and the rational functions. The operating points of equal slope in each well 

for both the functions are found using the LaGrange Multipher method. The derivations 

are detailed in Appendices C and D. 

For the quadratic function data fit, the LaGrange Multiplier is defined as: 

( 2 ) ( l 0 0 0 ) + i ^ 

A = '^-^ (3.4) 
^ 1 

where Lambda (/I) is the LaGrange Multiplier, a,, and b- are the least square coefficients 

tabulated in Table 3.6 and 1000 is the amount of total gas available for injection in 

MSCF/D. The optimum gas injection rates for each well are calculated as: 

X; = 
^ - ^ i (3.5) 

2a,. 

where ;c. is the optimum gas injection rate for ith well in MSCF/D. The corresponding 

optimum oil output rates in STB/D are calculated from: 

y^=a,x^-^-b,x,^-c, (3.6) 
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The optimum gas injection and oil production rates of all wells for quadratic 

function data fit and the value of the LaGrange Multiplier are tabulated in Table 3.13. 

Table 3.13: Optimum gas injection and oil output rates for quadratic function data fit 

Lambda (k) 

Well 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

0.326497649 

Optimum gas injection rates 
(MSCF/D) 

^1 

^ 2 

X, 

x^ 

^5 

Total 

269.9626645 

137.8449773 

67.67068353 

159.7846786 

364.7369961 

1000 

Optimum oil output rates 
(STB/D) 

yi 

yi 

3̂ 3 

3̂ 4 

>'5 

Total 

208.2277065 

105.7739797 

84.31445511 

153.8887501 

283.9034496 

836.108341 

For rational function data fit the LaGrange Multiplier is defined as: 

/ 

A = 
^ ^ ' b' i=l 

5 1 

1000 + Y -

.(3.7) 

where Lambda (A) is the LaGrange Multiplier, a., b- and c. are the least square 

coefficients tabulated in Table 3.7 and 1000 is the amount of total gas available for 

injection in MSCF/D. The optimum gas injection rates for each well are calculated as: 
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X; = + 
k^-a.b. 

Ab' 
.(3.8) 

where x. is the optimum gas injection rate for ith well in MSCF/D. The corresponding 

optimum oil output rates in STB/D are calculated from: 

a.+c.x. 
y . — — • •—-

' \ + b^X, 
.(3.9) 

The optimum gas injection and oil production rates of all wells for rational 

function data fit and the value of the LaGrange Multiplier are tabulated in Table 3.14. 

Table 3.14: Optimum gas injection and oil output rates for rational function data fit 

Lambda (k) 

Well 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

0.202070231 

Optimum gas injection rates 
(MSCF/D) 

^1 

^2 

^3 

X, 

^5 

Total 

295.091 

125.9270512 

119.9383631 

177.7020761 

281.34129 

1000 

Optimum oil output rates 
(STB/D) 

yi 

yi 

ys 

y^ 

3̂ 5 

Total 

248.2594091 

152.9316134 

139.2507759 

207.8055049 

291.5548112 

1039.802114 
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Effects of Data Fit on Calculated Total Oil Output 

The value of R-, the square of the correlation coefficient is an indication of the 

goodness of a data fit. In order to see the effects of data fit on total oil output from this 

group of wells a weighted average value of /?Ms defined as: 

R- =-^, (3.10) 

1=1 

where /?^ is the weighted average value of the square of correlation coefficient, the 

numerator is the sum of the products of optimum oil output rate and square of correlation 

coefficient of each well and the denominator is the total optimum rate of oil output. The 

product term in the numerator takes account of the contributions made by each well to the 

total production. 

For the quadratic function data fit, the average value of the square of correlation 

coefficient is calculated from Equation (3.10) using the squared correlation coefficients in 

Table 3.6 and the optimum oil output rates in Table 3.13. See Appendix C for detail. 

Similarly for the rational function data fit, the average value of the square of 

correlation coefficient is calculated from Equation (3.10) using the squared correlation 

coefficients in Table 3.7 and the optimum oil output rates in Table 3.14. See Appendix D 

for detail. 

These results are shown in Table 3.15. A plot is made between total oil output 

rates and the average values of the square of correlation coefficient for both the quadratic 

and the rational functions and is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
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Table 3.15: Effects of data fit on calculated total oil output 

Function 

Quadratic 

Rational 

R^ , Average R' 

0.831294383 

0.998479948 

Total oil output (STB/D) 

836.108341 

1039.802114 

The predicted total oil production increases by 203.6937733 STB/D when the gas 

injection and the oil output data of the wells are fit with rational function. On percentage 

basis the production increase is 24.36212669%. This qualitatively demonstrates the effect 

of needed accuracy in the fitting function when using the method of LaGrange multipliers 

for optimizations. 
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Figure 3.6: Error in Predicted Total Oil Output Due to Fit. 
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Lost Production 

Curve fitting of well data with the rational function is most accurate. The other 

model, the quadratic function gives poor fit. So the quadratic optimum gas rates when 

injected to the wells will not give oil outputs according to the quadratic model. Rather the 

productions will take place according to the rational function since it represents real data 

of the wells. But these productions do not represent optimum operating conditions for the 

rational model. So there will be differences between the rational optimum oil outputs and 

the actual oil outputs at the quadratic optimum gas injection rates. These differences are 

defined as lost productions, which are presented in Table 3.16. See Appendix E for detail. 

Table 3.16: Lost productions due to wrong predictions. 

Well 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

Total 

Quadratic 
optimum gas rates 
(MSCF/D) 

269.9626645 

137.8449773 

67.67068353 

159.7846786 

364.7369961 

1000 

Actual oil 
outputs 
(STB/D) 

242.8733961 

155.1669795 

123.0479831 

203.8741067 

305.3997471 

1030.362212 

Rational optimum 
oil rates (STB/D) 

248.2594091 

152.9316134 

139.2507759 

207.8055049 

291.5548112 

1039.802114 

Lost production 
(STB/D) 

5.386012993 

-2.235366145 

16.2027928 

3.931398224 

-13.84493592 

9.439901943 
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Economic Analvsis 

The LaGrange Multiplier method can also be applied to revenue and cost data of 

the wells to find optimum gas allocation for each well for limited gas supply case. At 

optimum gas injection rates, the incremental oil revenue earned relative to an incremental 

cost of gas would be equal for all wells. For this purpose, the oil revenue and the cost of 

gas are assumed to be $30/STB and $1.00/MSCF, respectively. Oil output and gas 

injection data presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.5 are multiphed with respective unit 

prices to generate revenue and cost data on daily basis, which are presented in Tables 

3.17 through 3.21. 

Table 3.17: Oil revenue and cost of gas in well one. 

X, Cost of gas ($/D) 

1.75 

115 

385 

735 

1290 

Y, Oil revenue ($/D) 

2010 

5850 

7710 

8580 

9510 
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Table 3.18: Oil revenue and cost of gas in well two. 

X, Cost of gas ($/D) 

2 

155 

380 

655 

1100 

Y, Oil revenue ($/D) 

750 

4740 

5160 

5310 

5400 

Table 3.19: Oil revenue and cost of gas in well three. 

X, Cost of gas ($/D) 

1.75 

95 

290 

575 

1050 

Y, Oil revenue ($/D) 

810 

3990 

4680 

4860 

4950 
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Table 3.20: Oil revenue and cost of gas in well four. 

X, Costofgas($/D) 

1.8 

120 

350 

780 

1350 

Y, Oil revenue ($/D) 

1470 

5760 

6840 

7230 

7380 

Table 3.21: Oil revenue and cost of gas in well five. 

X, Cost of gas ($/D) 

1 

95 

320 

750 

1380 

Y, Oil revenue ($/D) 

2460 

6480 

9090 

10050 

10380 

For each well the oil revenue is expressed as a rational function of gas injection 

cost as follows: 
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Y = 
_(a + c{x)) 

~ (1 + M^)) 
.(3.11) 

Only the rational function model is considered here due to its better accuracy in fitting 

data. Curve fitting is carried out by least square method following the same procedure 

illustrated in Appendix B .The curve fit results are presented in Tables 3.22. 

Table 3.22: Rational function fit between oil revenues and costs of gas in all wells. 

Parameter 

a 

b 

c 

S 

Ss 

R' 

Well one 

1991.385787 

0.00694763 

70.23496231 

192964.8706 

35164080 

0.99451244 

Well two 

411.2009052 

0.035507572 

196.0749008 

133.492747 

15761880 

0.999991531 

Well three 

561.9265445 

0.033123421 

168.5193189 

530.9575862 

12179880 

0.999956407 

Well four 

1243.930391 

0.020440884 

155.513875 

214.5257799 

24352920 

0.999991191 

Well five 

2366.701305 

0.009741759 

107.8845824 

31245.08552 

43582680 

0.999283085 

For each well, the optimum cost of gas injection and oil revenue are determined 

by LaGrange multiplier method following the same procedure illustrated in Appendix D. 

These optimum gas costs and oil revenues are then divided by unit prices gas of and oil to 

get the optimum gas injection and oil output rates for the group of wells. The results are 

presented in Tables 3.23. 
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Table 3.23: Optimum gas injection costs, gas injection rates, oil revenues, and oil output 

Well 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

Total 

Cost of gas 
($/D) 

295.0912197 

125.9270512 

119.9383631 

177.7020761 

281.34129 

1000 

Gas injection 
(MSCF/D) 

295.0912197 

125.9270512 

119.9383631 

177.7020761 

281.34129 

1000 

Oil revenue 
($/D) 

7447.782273 

4587.948401 

4177.523276 

6234.165147 

8746.644335 

31194.06343 

Oil output 
(STB/D) 

248.2594091 

152.9316134 

139.2507759 

207.8055049 

291.5548112 

1039.802114 

It is noted that the values of optimum gas injection and oil output rates determined 

from revenue and cost data of the wells are same as those obtained from gas injection and 

oil output data of the wells. 

The analysis so far is subject to limited gas supply of 1000 MSCF/D. In case of 

availability of unlimited gas the most economic gas allocation rate for each well is the 

rate of gas injection at which the cost of an incremental gas injection is equal to the 

revenue earned for corresponding incremental oil output. In other words the unit slope 

points of the revenue, cost curves of the wells indicate the operating points for unlimited 

gas. The gas allocation rates along with corresponding oil output rates for all wells 

considering unlimited gas supply are presented in Table 3.24. See Appendix F for detail. 
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Table 3.24: Most economic gas allocations and oil outputs for unlimited gas. 

Well 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

Total 

Gas injection (MSCF/D) 

937.0052184 

351.2274608 

339.4464141 

509.0563463 

842.7895177 

2979.524957 

Oil output (STB/D) 

300.9420319 

171.422278 

157.266055 

235.0001323 

337.6335152 

1202.264012 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

Optimum production from a group of continuous flow gas lifted wells largely 

depends on the efficient allocation of the injected gas. The gas for injection can be 

delivered to the wells from an external source or it can re- injected to the wells from the 

produced gas. Part of the produced gas can also be used as fuel or for compression or sold 

to other users. 

The production system with gas lift is subject to one or more constraints. 

Availability of injection gas is a very important factor. For limited supply of injection gas 

it is very important to allocate gas to the wells according to their productivity so that 

maximum benefit can be obtained from the available gas. In case of gas shortage the 

wells with low productivity may even be required to be shut down so that gas supply to 

higher productive wells can remain uninterrupted. Apart from limited gas supply there 

may be other constraints such as water cut, formation and producing gas oil ratios etc. 

In order to find the optimum gas allocation it is very important to obtain the well 

performance curve, which is the plot of oil output versus gas injected. Performance curve 

for wells can be generated using commercially available well software programs. For 

field operations, determining these response curves from well tests is much preferred. 

Proper choice of multiphase flow pressure drop programs and fluid property correlations 

is required to obtain accurate well performance curve. Also systems analysis should be 
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carried out to analyze various components such as well capability, tubing size, flowline 

size and separator pressure etc. for accurately predicting well performance. 

Once performance curves are obtained, the optimum producing conditions of the 

wells are determined using different mathematical optimization techniques taking into 

account the systems constraints. After finding the optimum rate of gas injection for each 

well it is important to maintain the gas injection rate at required level. This can be 

achieved by using computerized control network systems with the application of 

sophisticated controllers such as programmable logic controller or remote terminal unit. 

In this work production optimization of continuous flow gas lifted wells is carried 

out using the LaGrange Multiplier method subject to limited gas supply. Well data are 

generated by using a well performance software program and fit with quadratic and 

rational functions by the least square method. The optimum operating conditions are 

based on the concept that for each well incremental oil production due to an unit increase 

in gas injection should be equal. So the optimum operating points are nothing but equal 

slope points. The rational function yields better data fit as well as higher total optimum 

oil rate. The calculation of the weighted average squared correlation coefficient takes into 

account the contributions made by individual wells to the total optimum oil production. 

In case of negative gas injection rate for any well the software program was rerun to 

generate new sets of well data. Production losses, defined as the differences between the 

rational optimum oil outputs and the actual oil outputs at quadratic optimum gas injection 

rates are also calculated. 
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The LaGrange multiplier method is also be applied on revenue, cost data of the 

wells to find the optimum operating points where the incremental revenue earned relative 

to an incremental cost incurred should be equal for each well. Only the rational function 

model is considered for this case. The gas allocation results found with economic data are 

exactiy the same as those obtained with gas-in and oil-out data. 

Also a gas allocation example is presented for the case of unlimited gas supply 

where the most economic gas allocation rate for each well is the rate of gas injection at 

which the cost of an incremental gas injection is equal to the revenue earned for 

corresponding incremental oil output. 

Project economics is very important in gas allocation optimization since gas 

compression cost is a major a factor in overall cost of the project. The most efficient gas 

injection rate would be one affecting minimum compressor horsepower requirements per 

unit rate of oil production. However, profits predicted are never quite realized due to 

several factors that limit the accuracy of the results or prevent the predicted gas injection 

rates from being achieved. These factors include inaccuracies in the prediction of well 

performance parameters, inaccuracies in the multiphase flow correlations, inaccuracies in 

injection gas measurements and well production tests, incorrect cost data, the necessity to 

over inject to prevent wells from heading or dying at low injection rates and the necessity 

to over inject to overcome deficiencies in the well equipment. 

So it is very important to enhance the technical knowledge to minimize these 

problems in order to get as close as possible to profits predicted by the optimization 

calculations. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

Gas lift is one of the artificial lift methods of producing oil from a reservoir once 

the natural energy of the reservoir is diminished. In gas lift operation gas is injected 

continuously or intermittentiy to the well through gas lift valves. The production of oil 

initially increases appreciably with increasing gas injection. But at high gas injection 

rates the oil rate marks very little increase as friction effects become more and more 

prominent and resistance to oil flow increases. So it is required to determine gas injection 

rates such that for each well the rate of increase of oil rate with respect to the gas 

injection rate should be equal. 

In this work optimum gas injection and oil output rates of a group of five wells on 

continuous gas lift are found using the LaGrange multiplier method subject to the 

constraint of limited gas supply. Well data generated from well performance software 

were fitted with quadratic and rational functions and optimum gas injection and oil output 

rates were determined for both the functions. Total optimum oil production rate for data 

fitting with rational function is found to be 24.36% higher than the total optimum oil 

production rate for data fitting with quadratic function. Also goodness of data fit is better 

for the rational function than that of the quadratic function. 

The quadratic model gives wrong predictions of oil output. So the quadratic 

optimum gas rates when injected to the wells will not give oil outputs according to the 

quadratic model. Rather the productions will take place according to the rational function 

since it represents real data of the wells. But these productions do not represent optimum 
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operating conditions for the rational model. So there will be differences between the 

rational optimum oil outputs and the actual oil outputs at the quadratic optimum gas 

injection rates. These differences are defined as lost productions. The total net loss of 

production from the field due to wrong predictions is found to be 9.44 STB/D. 

The revenue, cost data of the wells is also used to determine the optimum gas 

allocation rates by the LaGrange multiplier method. At optimum operating points the 

incremental revenue earned relative to an incremental cost incurred should be equal for 

each well. Only the rational function model is considered for this case. Results found for 

gas allocation with economic data are exactly the same as those obtained with gas-in and 

oil-out data. 

Finally, a gas allocation example is presented for the case of unlimited gas supply 

where the most economic gas allocation rate for each well is the rate of gas injection at 

which the cost of an incremental gas injection is equal to the revenue earned for 

corresponding incremental oil output. 

So for production optimization of continuous flow gas lift wells, data fit plays an 

important role. Higher degree polynomials or other functions can be used in the analysis 

with larger number of wells to find consistency between the goodness of data fit and the 

calculated total optimum oil output rate. 
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APPENDDC A: SAMPLE LEAST SQUARE 

CALCULATIONS FOR DATA FIT 

WITH QUADRATIC FUNCTION 

The quadratic function between the gas injection rates and the oil output rates is 

defined as follows: 

y = ax- +bx + c ,(A.l) 

where y is the oil output rate in STB/D, x is the gas injection rate in MSCF/D md a, b 

and c are the least square coefficients. In this section sample calculation is presented to 

fit the gas injection and the oil output data of well one with quadratic function. The data 

is presented in Table A.l. 

Table A.l: Gas injection and oil output rates in well one 

X, Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

1.75 

115 

385 

735 

1290 

y , Oil output rate (STB/D) 

67 

195 

257 

286 

317 
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The function to be minimized to determine the least square coefficients, is defined 

as follows: 

SMIN = 2{y,-axf-bx,-cf (A.2) 
1=1 

The necessary conditions for minimizing SMIN are as follows: 

dSMIN , ^ / 2 V .\ 
—^-- = 2X[yi-axf-bx^-cl-xf) = 0 (A.3) 

oa ,.̂ 1 

dSMIN ^ ' 
= 2 

1=1 

and 

9̂  =25^(y,-^f-^x,-c)(-x,)=:0 (A.4) 

dSMIN 
3^ =2^{y,-axf-bx,-cl-l) = 0 (A.5) 

1=1 

Rearrangement of these conditions leads to the following equations: 

^5 5 5 5 

a 
i=l (=1 1=1 1=1 

^x*+bj^xf+cf^xf=±xfy, (A.6) 

5 5 5 5 

"^xf+bj^xf+cj^x, =J 
i=l (=1 1=1 (=1 

a^xf+b^xf+c'Z^^ =t^>y, (A.7) 

and 

a'^xf+bix,+5c = j;^y, (A.8) 
/=i /=1 /=1 

The above three equations are solved simultaneously to obtain the values of the least 

square coefficients as follows: 

a = ̂  (A.9) 
D 
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6 = ^ ' 
D 

and 

c = 
A: 
D 

where the determinants are defined as follows: 

and 

D = 

1 - t E - / 1-f 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

î ,' t̂ f t̂ , 
( = 1 1 = 1 1 = 1 

1 = 1 ( = 1 

D„ = 

1=1 (=1 /=i 
5 5 5 

Yi^iyi E ^ ' E^< 
=1 1=1 1=1 1=1 

/=i 1=1 

D.. = 

1=1 1=1 
5 5 

1=1 1=1 

1 - f 
1=1 

1=1 

1=1 1=1 

D. = 

1=1 

1=1 
5 

Ex,' 
1=1 
5 

1=1 
5 

E-. 

1=1 
5 

E-^'>'' 
1=1 

Ê . 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

.(A.IO) 

.(A.ll) 

.(A. 12) 

.(A.13) 

.(A. 14) 

,(A.15) 
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The summation terms are calculated from the data in Table A.l and are presented 

in Table A.2. 

Table A.2: Summation terms for well one 

5 

Ex, 
1=1 

Ex.̂  
1=1 

Ex.' 
1=1 

Ex,' 
1=1 

5 

^xfyi 
1=1 

5 

E-̂ '3 '̂ 
1=1 

iy, 
1=1 

2526.75 

2365778.063 

2602341880 

3.08322E4-12 

722696955.2 

740627.25 

1122 
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The values of the determinants are calculated from Equations (A. 12) through 

(A. 15) as follows: 

D = 3.08322£ +12((2365778.063)(5)- (2526.75)(2526.75)) 

-2602341880((2602341880)(5)-(2365778.063)(2526.75)) 

+ 2365778.063((2602341880)(2526.75)-(2365778.063)(2365778.063)) 

= 7.96585£:-hl7 

D^ = 722696955.2((2365778.063)(5)- (2526.75)(2526.75)) 

-2602341880((740627.25)(5)-(ll22)(2526.75)) 

+ 2365778.063((740627.25)(2526.75)-(ll22)(2365778.063)) 

= -1.76942^ + 14 

D, = 3.08322£ + 12((740627.25)(5)-(ll22)(2526.75)) 

-722696955.2((2602341880)(5)-(2365778.063)(2526.75)) 

+ 2365778.063((2602341880)(ll22)-(2365778.063)(740627.25)) 

= 3.55619^ + 17 

and 

D, = 3.08322£' + 12((2365778.063)(ll22)-(2526.75)(740627.25)) 

-2602341880((2602341880)(ll22)-(2365778.063)(740627.25)) 

+ 722696955.2((2602341880)(2526.75)-(2365778.063)(2365778.063)) 

= 8.27628£' + 19 

The values of the least square coefficients are calculated from Equations (A.9) 

through (A.ll) as follows: 

-1.76942E + 14 
a = 7.96585£: + 17 

= -0.00022213 

^ _ 1 ^ 5 6 1 9 £ + 1 7 ^ ^ 44^429103 
7.96585E + 17 

and 
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8.27628E + 19 ,^^ o^^^^.^ 
c = = 103.8970237 

7.96585£: + 17 

The sum of the squares of the errors between the data and the function is 

calculated as follows: 

S = ^{y,-axf-bx,-cf 
1=1 

= (67-(-0.00022213)(l.75)'-(0.446429103)(l.75)-103.8970237 

(l95-(-0.00022213)(l 15)'-(0.446429103)(l 15)-103.8970237 + 

+ (257 - (- 0.00022213)(385)' - (0.446429103)(385)-103.8970237 

+ (286 - (- 0.00022213)(735)' - (0.446429103)(735)-103.8970237 

+ (317-(-0.00022213)(l290)'-(0.446429103)(l290)-103.8970237 

= 4167.470117 

The sum of the squares of the errors between the data and the mean oil output rate 

is calculated as follows: 

5a =E 
1=1 

yi 

5 ^ 

l y . 
1=1 

6 7 -

+ 

V 

317 

1122^ 

1122^ 

2 / 

+ 195 

= 39071.2 

1122^1 r 
+ 257 

V 

1122^ r 
+ 286 

1122^ 

The square of the correlation coefficient is calculated as follows: 

A^^_416X470117 ^^39333^521 
S„ 39071.2 
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Similar procedure is applied to calculate the least squares coefficients and the 

squares of the correlation coefficient for wells two, three, four and five for quadratic 

function data fit. The results are tabulated in Table 3.6. 

Oil output rates for each well are calculated with quadratic function using the 

least square coefficients in Table 3.6. For well one the oil output rates at gas injection 

rates 1.75, 115, 385, 735 and 1290 MSCF/D are calculated as follows: 

y,quadratic = (-0.00022213)(l.75)' +(0.446429103)(l.75) +103.8970237 

= 104.671594STB ID 

y,quadratic = (-0.00022213)(l 15)' +(0.446429103)(l 15)+ 103.8970237 

= 152.298754575/D 

y,quadratic = (-0.00022213)(385)' +(0.446429103)(385)+103.8970237 

= 242.8476025'r5/D 

y,quadratic = (-0.00022213)(735)' + (0.446429103)(735) +103.8970237 

= 312.0243965ri5/D 

y, quadratic = (- 0.00022213)(l290) + (0.446429103)(l290) 

+ 103.8970237 = 310.150695T5/D 

Similarly oil output rates for all other wells are calculated using quadratic 

function at their respective gas injection rates. These results are presented in Tables 3.8 

through 3.12. 
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APPENDDC B: SAMPLE LEAST SQUARE 

CALCULATIONS FOR DATA HT 

WITH RATIONAL FUNCTION 

The rational function between the gas injection rates and the oil output rates is 

defined as follows: 

3̂  = 
a + cx 

1 + bx 
.(B.l) 

where y is the oil output rate in STB/D, x is the gas injection rate in MSCF/D and a, b 

and c are the least square coefficients. In this section sample calculation is presented to 

fit the gas injection and the oil output data of well one with rational function. The data is 

presented in Table B.l. 

Table B.l: Gas injection and oil output rates in well one 

X, Gas injection rate (MSCF/D) 

1.75 

115 

385 

735 

1290 

y , Oil output rate (STB/D) 

67 

195 

257 

286 

317 
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The rational function is nonhnear since the coefficients cannot be added hnearly. 

So the least square method cannot be applied directiy because the resultant normal 

equations would contain unknown coefficients in a nonhnear form and could not be 

solved directiy.^° Therefore, an iterative computational procedure^^ is used to determine 

the coefficients of the rational function in Equation (B.l). The calculation steps are 

outhned below. 

Step one: The function to be minimized for determining the least square 

coefficients, is defined as follows: 

sMiN=iiy,-^{^]=i^''^';;\-;r-^^ (B.2) 
ti[ (l + ̂ ^JJ f [l + bx.) 

Step two: The squared denominator at the right hand side of Equation (B.2) is 

initially set to unity. So the Equation (B.2) reduces to: 

5 

SMIN = ̂ {y^+bxj,-a-cxJ (B.3) 
1=1 

The necessary conditions for minimizing SMIN are obtained from Equation (B.3) as 

follows: 

^ = 2±{y,+bx,y,-a-cx,l-l) = 0 (B.4) 
da i=i 

dSMIN 

dc 
= 2j^{yi+bx,yi-^-cx^){-^i) = ^ (B-5) 

1=1 

and 

dSMIN ^ =2y{y,+bxj,-a-cxjx,y,) = 0 (B.6) 
db ,=1 
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Rearrangement of these conditions leads to the following equations: 

5a-b^x.y.+cY,x, =E^' .(B.7) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

a .(B.8) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 1=1 

and 

-I J J J 

.(B.9) 
1=1 1=1 1=1 1=1 

The above three equations are solved simultaneously to obtain the values of the least 

square coefficients as follows: 

a = D 
.(B.IO) 

. = ^ ^ 
D 

.(B.ll) 

and 

c = 
D 

.(B.12) 

where the determinants are defined as follows: 

D = 

5 

E-. 
1=1 

5 

1=1 
5 

-^^fyi 
1=1 

-i^fyf 

E-, 
1=1 

E-f 
1=1 

E^.'3', 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

.(B.13) 
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and 

D„ = 

l y , 
(=1 

5 

E '̂ y^ 
1=1 

lx,y! 

- E •*•>', 
1=1 

-Ex,'y, 
1=1 
5 

X^ 2 2 

E-, 
1=1 

1=1 

Ex,̂ ,̂ 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

,(B.14) 

D . = 

5 E3', E-. 
(=1 (=1 

5 

E^/ E'̂ ')̂ ' E ' 
1=1 (=1 

5 
1=1 

Y^iyi ^x.yf ^xf yi 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

.(B.15) 

o.= Ex. 
1=1 

5 

E '̂ y^ 

1=1 
5 

Y^fyi 
1=1 
5 

E 2 2 
^1 yi 

l y . 
1=1 

5 

E '̂>'/ 
1=1 

Ex.y.' 
1=1 1=1 1=1 

.(B.16) 

The summation terms are calculated from the data in Table B.l and are presented 

in Table B.2. 
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Table B.2: Summation terms of step two for well one 

Ex, 
1=1 

1=1 

l - . y f 
1=1 

5 
V* 2 2 
Zj^iy^ 
1=1 

Ixfy, 
i=\ 

5 

1=1 

l y . 
1=1 

2526.75 

2365778.063 

219560465.8 

2.21705E+11 

722696955.2 

740627.25 

1122 

The values of the determinants are calculated from Equations (B.13) through 

(B.16) as follows: 

D = 5((- 722696955.2)(722696955.2) - (- 2.21705£ +11)(2365778.065)) 

-(-740627.25)((2526.75)(722696955.2)-(740627.25)(2365778.065)) 

+ 2526.75((2526.75)(- 2.21705E +11) - (740627.25)(- 722696955.2)) 

= 2.78562i? + 15 
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and 

/ 

D. =1122 
(- 722696955.2)(722696955.2) - (- 2.21705£' +11) 

(2365778.065) 

A 

-(-740627.25) 
f (740627.25)(722696955.2)-(219560465.8)^ 

(2365778.065) 

+ 2526.75 
(740627.25)(-2.21705£ + ll)-(219560465.8y 

(-722696955.2) 

= 2.38565£' + 17 
V 

( 

D„ =5 

-1122 

+ 2526.75 

(740627.25)(722696955.2)-(219560465.8) 

(2365778.065) 

^(2526.75)(722696955.2)-(740627.25)^ 

^(2365778.065) 

^(2526.75)(219560465.8)-(740627.25)^ 

(740627.25) 

A 

= 1.19375£ + 13 

f 
D,. =5 

V 

(219560465.8)(-722696955.2)-(740627.25) 

(-2.21705£ + ll) 

A 

r 
-(-740627.25) 

(2526.75)(219560465.8)-(740627.25) A 

+ 1122 

^(740627.25) 

^(2526.75)(-2.21705£+ 11)-(740627.25)^ 

(-722696955.2) 

4.26392E + 15 
V J 

The values of the least square coefficients are calculated from Equations (B.IO) 

through (B.12) as follows: 

and 

2.38565£' + 17 oc^^ i^ono fl = = 85.64162118 
2.78562^ + 15 

b = 1-1^375£' + 13 ^ Q QQ4285388 
2.78562^ + 15 
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4 26392£' + 15 
c = -^^-^^^^^^^ = 1.530688406 

2.78562E + 15 

These values are the first estimates of a, b and c. 

Step three: The first estimate of the value of b found in step two is put into the 

squared denominator term at the right hand side of Equation (B.2) as follows: 

c^^^TAr Ŷ  (>̂ i + bx.y:-a-ex. f 
SMIN = \ ^ '-^ '-{- (B.17) 

^1^(1 + 0.004285388;^,)' 

Setting partial derivatives of SMIN with respect to a, b and c to zero now yields: 

- 1 . V x,->-,. 1^ (l + 0.004285388X.)' 1^ (l + 0.004285388^.) 

y ^ ^ y Ii 
t f (l + 0.004285388JC.)' 1^(1 + 0.004285388%.)' 

2 

(B.18) 

5 5 2 

y ^ r y 1̂ ̂ 1 
tf (l + 0.004285388X,)' M (l + 0.004285388x.)' 

5 ^2 5 ^ ^ 

\2 

+cy ^ =y ^^ 

1^(1 + 0.004285388%.)' lif (l + 0.004285388%.)' 

and 

\2 

S 5 2 2 

^ y _ _ _ f i Z i ^ y -̂z yj 
1^(1 + 0.004285388%.)' 1^(1 + 0.004285388%,)' 

+,y '-III = y ^ 

tt{l + 0.004285388%,)' t l ' (l + 0.004285388%,)' 

The above three equations are again solved simultaneously by similar method 

outlined in step two and a new set of values of the least square coefficients a, b and c are 

obtained as follows: 
a = 68.60050111 
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b = 0.006498796 

and 

c= 2.207724145 

These are the second estimates of a, b and c. These values are compared with those 

obtained in step two and since the values are not matching, a new set of values of the 

coefficients are calculated in next step. 

Step four: The second estimate of the value of b found in step three is again put 

into the squared denominator term at the right hand side of Equation (B.2) to obtain a 

new minimizing function similar to that in step three. A new set of values of a, b and c 

are again calculated and compared with those obtained in step three. 

The iteration process outlined above is continued in subsequent steps where new 

set of values of a, b and c are calculated each time in similar fashion until the values of 

the coefficients match with their respective values obtained in previous step. The final 

values of a, b and c are found as follows: 

a = 66.37952624 

b = 0.006947628 

and 

c = 2.34116541 

The sum of the squares of the errors between the data and the function is 

calculated for well one as follows: 

s - 1 
5 r ^ ^' 
^' a + ex, 

1=1 V 
'̂' 1 + bX: 
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^ 66.37952624 +(2.3411654l)(l.75)^ 

l + (0.006947628)(l.75) 

+ 195-
V 

66.37952624 + (2.3411654l)(l 15) 

1 + (0.006947628)(115) 

^ 

J 

+ 
^257 ^^-37952624+ (2.34116541)(385)^ 

V 
f 

+ 

+ 

286-
V 

317 

V 

l + (0.006947628)(385) 

66.37952624 + (2.3411654l)(735)^ 

l + (0.006947628)(735) 

66.37952624 + (2.3411654l)(l290) 

1 + (0.006947628)(1290) 

^ 

= 214.4054118 

The sum of the squares of the errors between the data and the mean oil output rate 

is calculated for well one as follows: 

r 

Ss=l 
1=1 

l y . 
yi 

1=1 

V 

+ 

( 
( 

I 
f 

V 

6 7 -
1122^ 

+ 
J 

3 1 7 -

5 

1122 V 

195 
1122 \ r 

+ 2 5 7 -
1122^ 

V 
+ 286-

1122 
^2 

= 39071.2 

The square of the correlation coefficient for well one is calculated as follows: 

^ ^ ^ 2144054118^^5^45^2444 
S„ 39071.2 

Similar procedure is applied to calculate the least squares coefficients and the 

squares of the correlation coefficient for wells two, three, four and five for rational 

function data fit. The results are tabulated in Table 3.7. 
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Oil output rates for each well are calculated with rational function using the least 

square coefficients in Table 3.7. For well one the oil output rates at gas injection rates 

1.75, 115, 385, 735 and 1290 MSCF/D are calculated as follows: 

. , 66.37952624 +(2.3411654l)(l.75) ,^ ,^^^„^, ,^^„ , ^ 
y, rational = -, ^̂  r̂  (̂^ ^ = 69.62998011575//) 

l + (0.006947628)(l.75) 

. , 6 6 . 3 7 9 5 2 6 2 4 + ( 2 . 3 4 1 1 6 5 4 l ) ( l 1 5 ) .^^ ^c^r^nc^rrrr. , r. 

V, rational = -, ^̂  r; r̂^̂  ^ = 186.5579756575 / D 
1 + (0.006947628)(115) 

y . . . » W = ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ " ( ^ - ^ ^ " f " y ^ ^ ) = 263.3390997^rg/Z> 
l + (0.006947628)(385) 

^^,^„^, ^ 66.37952624 + (2.3411654l)(735) ^ 292.66096457^/D 
l + (0.006947628)(735) 

• ; 66.37952624 + (2.3411654l)(l290) ono 01 iQ.nzt<:rR/n y, rational = 7 ^̂  w -\ ^ = 309.8119404575/1) 

1 + (0.006947628)(1290) 

Similarly oil output rates for all other wells are calculated using rational function 

at their respective gas injection rates. These results are presented in Tables 3.8 through 

3.12. 
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR 

LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER WITH 

QUAD ARTIC FUNCTION 

After fitting the gas injection and oil output rates of the wells with quadratic 

function the optimum rates of gas injection and oil output in each well are determined 

using the LaGrange Multiplier method. 

The optimum oil rate in each well is expressed as a quadratic function of its 

optimum gas injection rate as follows: 

y^ = <2j%' +b^x^ +Ci ( C . l ) 

^2 = <32%2 +^2.^2 +^2 (C.2) 

y^ = a^x^ +b^x^ +C3 (C.3) 

y^ = a^x; + b^x^ +c^ (C.4) 

and 

y^ = a^x^ + b^x^ + Cg (C5) 

where y^, 3̂2 > 73' ^4 ^^^ ys ^^^ ̂ ^̂  optimum oil output rates and x^, x^, %3, %4 and x^ 

are the optimum gas injection rates for wells one, two, three, four and five respectively. 

The respective least square coefficients a^ through a^, b^ through b^ and Cj through c^ 

are listed in Table 3.6. The analysis is subject to a constraint regarding the availabihty of 

hmited gas for injection. The total amount of gas available for injection is 1000 MSCF/D. 

So the constraint equation is defined as follows: 
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%1 +%2 +%3 +%4 +%5 =1000 (C.6) 

21 

and a constraint function is defined accordingly : 

0 = %, +%2+%3+%4+%5 -1000 = 0 (C.7) 

The LaGrange Multiplier relates the partial derivative of the oil rate in each well 

to the partial derivative of the constraint function as follows : 

^ = i i i (C.8) 
3%j 3%i 

^ = X^ (C.9) 
3%2 3%2 

^ = ; i i i (CIO) 
3%3 3%3 

^ ^ ^ i l (C.ll) 
3%4 3%4 

and 

^ = X^ (C.12) 
3%g 3%5 

where A (Lambda) is the LaGrange Multiplier. 

Carrying out the partial derivatives for well one in Equation (C.8) yields: 

d(a,x^ + b,x, + ^1) _ I ^(^1 + ^2 + ^3 + ^4 + ^5 - IQQQ) 

a%i 5^1 

=> 2a^x^+b^ =/l(l) 
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A-b. 
^1 = 

2fl, 
.(C.13) 

Carrying out the similar procedure for wells two, three, four and five yields: 

A-b. 
%o = 

2a^ 
.(C.14) 

X-b, 

2a. 
.(C15) 

A-b. 
%4 = 

2a, 
.(C.16) 

and 

A-b. 
^5 = 

2a, 
.(C.17) 

Substituting the expressions of the optimum gas injection rates in the constraint 

Equation (C.6) yields: 

A-b, A-bj A-b. A-b^ A-b^ 
L 4- L + L + 1 + 1 = 1000 

2^1 2^2 2^3 2^4 2^5 

A 
( I 1 1 1 1 W ^1 ^2 ^3 ^ ^5 ^ 

+ + + + 
«1 «2 ^3 ^A ^5 J 

+ • + • 

^a, a^ a^ a, a^ j 
= 2(1000) 

A = 

2 ( 1 0 0 0 ) + y ^ 
1 = 1 « / 

E^ 
ITx a: 

.(C.18) 
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The value of the LaGrange Multiplier is calculated from Equation (C.18) using 

the least square coefficients listed in Table 3.6 as follows: 

A = 

0.360938552 

0.000254474 

^ 0.446429103 0.400252683 n 7̂ nQ':j8̂ '?o\ 

0.00022213 0.000267529 

0.395431021 0.52296295 

0.000215707 0.000269325 
f 1 1 1 \ 

0.00022213 0.000267529 0.000254474 

1 1 

0.000215707 0.000269325 

= 0.326497649 
V 

The optimum gas injection rates of the wells are calculated from Equations (C.13) 

through (C.17) as follows: 

-^1 = 

.\"-) 

^•y 

0.326497649-0.446429103 

2(-0.00022213) 

0.326497649 - 0.400252683 

2(- 0.000267529) 

0.326497649 - 0.360938552 

2(- 0.000254474) 

= 269.9626645M5CF/D 

= 137.8449773M5CF/D 

= 67.67068353M5CF/D 

0.326497649-0.395431021 
X, = 

2(-0.000215707) 
- = 159.7846786M5CF/D 

and 

^ 5 = 

0.326497649-0.52296295 

2(- 0.000269325) 
= 364.7369961M5CF/D 

The total optimum gas injection rate is: 

f 269.9626645 +137.8449773 + 67.67068353 +159.7846786^ 

E-< = 
1=1 

+ 364.7369961 
V 

= 1000MSCF/D 
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which is equal to the amount of total available gas for injection. 

The optimum oil output rates of the wells are calculated from Equations (C.l) 

through (C.5) as follows: 

y, =(-0.00022213)(269.9626645)' +(0.446429103)(269.9626645) 

+ 103.8970237 

= 208.227706555L/7) 

^2 =(-0.000267529)(l37.8449773)' +(0.400252683)(l37.8449773) 

+ 55.6845382 

= 105.7739797 55L/D 

y, =(-0.000254474)(67.67068353)' +(0.360938552)(67.67068353) 

+ 61.0548163 

= 84.314455155L/D 

y^ =(-0.000215707 )(159.7846786)' +(0.39543102l)(l59.7846786) 

+ 96.2121798 

= 153.888750155L/D 

and 

yg =(-0.000269325)(364.736996l)' +(0.52296295)(364.736996l) 

+ 128.988596 

= 283.903449655L/D 

The total optimum oil output rate is 

(^208.2277065+ 105.7739797+ 84.31445511 + 153.8887501^ 

V 
l y . = + 283.9034496 
1=1 

= 836.10834155L/D 

The optimum rates of gas injection and oil output are presented in Table 3.13. The 
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weighted average value of the squares of the correlation coefficients is calculated from 

the squared correlation coefficients listed in Table 3.6 and the optimum oil rates 

determined above as follows: 

R'=^. 

l y . 
1=1 

^(208.2277065)(0.89333652l)+(105.7739797 )(0.776900654)^ 

+ (84.314455 ll)(0.743560504) + (l53.888750l)(0.7609480l) 

+ (283.9034496)(0.870241775) 

(836.108341) 

= 0.831294383 

which is presented in Table 3.15. 
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APPENDDC D: SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR 

LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER WITH 

RATIONAL FUNCTION 

After fitting the gas injection and oil output rates of the wells with rational 

function the optimum rates of gas injection and oil output in each well are determined 

using the LaGrange Multiplier method. 

The optimum oil rate in each well is expressed as a rational function of its 

optimum gas injection rate as follows: 

^1 •^'^i^i ( D . l ) 
1 + b^x^ 

y2= ' , -
1 + 02%2 

.(D.2) 

y ^^3+<^3.^3 (D.3) 

l + i'3%3 

1 + ^4^4 

and 

_ ^5 +^5^5 (D.5) 

^' I + M 5 

where y , y . , 3̂ 3, ^4 and y^ are the optimum oil output rates and %i, %2, %3, %4 and %5 

are the optimum gas injection rates for wells one, two, three, four and five respectively. 

The respective least square coefficients a, through a,, b, through b, and q through c, 
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are listed in Table 3.7. The analysis is subject to a constraint regarding the availability of 

limited gas for injection. The total amount of gas available for injection is 1000 MSCF/D. 

So the constraint equation is defined as follows: 

%i +%2 +%3 +%4 +%g =1000 (D.6) 

and a constraint function is defined accordingly: 

^ = %i + %. + %3 + %̂  + %5 - 1 0 0 0 = 0 (D.7) 

The LaGrange Multiplier relates the partial derivative of the oil rate in each well 

to the partial derivative of the constraint function as follows: 

^ = A ^ (D.8) 
3%i 3%i 

^ = Z ^ (D.9) 
3%2 3%2 

i Z l = A - ^ (D.IO) 
3%3 3%3 

^ = A ^ (D.ll) 
3%4 3%4 

and 

^ ^ ^ i i (D.12) 
3%5 3%5 

where A (Lambda) is the LaGrange Multiplier. 

Carrying out the partial derivatives for well one in Equation (D.8) yields: 

l + b^x^ . d(x, +x,+x,+x,+x,-m0) 
= A-

a%i 3^1 
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{l + b,x,){c,)-{a,+c,x,){b,) ^^/^x 

(i+b,x, y 

Ab^xf + 2Ab^x^ +A-c^ + a^b^ = 0 

The roots of this quadratic equation are as follows: 

-2Ab, ±4^A^b^ -4A^b^ -AAa.bl +4Ab^c, 
X, = 

2Abl 

The positive root is considered for gas injection: 

^-2AHr2VIz. ,Vc,-_^_^ 1 Iq-aA p 13) 
2Abl b, 4Ai bl 

Similar procedures for wells two, three, four and five yield: 

1 1 Ic^-a^b^ 

^̂ 2 V X V ^2 
%. =—+-^.r 7' p.14) 

%, =-—+ 4= P - ^ P.15) 
'̂ b, 4A\ bl 

, ^ _ ± 1 J f l Z ^ (D.16) 

and 

1 1 Ic^-a^b^ 
x,= + ̂  l--—:^ (D-17) 

^ A^/^ V - 5 

Substituting the expressions of the optimum gas injection rates in the constraint 

Equation (D.6) yields: 
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1 1 jCy-a^b^ 1 1 \c2-a2b2 

b, VX b^ 4A\ b. 

1 1 c, -a.b. 1 1 c, -a,b "•3^3 
+ • 

4 "•4'^4 

3̂ V I V 3̂' ^ V I ^^ 

_ J _ + 1 /^5-«5^5 

V 5̂ V I V 5̂ 

= 1000 

^ 1 1 ^ C/-«,^, 

f 

A = 

Pc,-a^b, 
{ 5 1 

1000 + Y — kb 
5 1 >j 

) 

.(D.18) 

The value of the LaGrange Multiplier is calculated from Equation (D.18) using 

the least square coefficients listed in Table 3.7 as follows: 

f 

+ 

+ 

+ 

A = X 
+ 

'2.34116541-(66.3795262)(0.006947628) 

(0.006947628)' 

16.535830025 - (l3.70669684)(0.035507572) 

(0.035507572)' 

^5.61731063-(l8.73088482)(0.03312342lj 

(0.033123421)' 

f5.183795835-(41.46434637)(0.Q20440884) 

(0.020440884)' 

^3.596152748 - (78.8900435)(0.0Q9741759y 

(0.009741759)' 

( 
1000 + 

1 
+ 

1 

+ 

0.006947628 0.035507572 

1 1 1 
+ + 

0.033123421 0.020440884 0.009741759 
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= 0.202070231 

The optimum gas injection rates of the wells are calculated from Equations (D.13) 

through (D.17) as follows: 

1 

and 

^1 = 0.00694763 

, 1 2.34116541-(66.3795262)(0.006947628) 

V0.202070231^ (0.006947628)' 

= 295.0912197M5CF/D 

1 
%. = 

0.035507572 

^ 1 16.535830025 - (l3.70669684)(0.035507572j 

V0.202070231V (0.035507572)' 

= 125.9270512M5CF/D 

1 
- 'V '3 ~~~ 

+ 

0.033123421 

1 /5.61731063-(l8.73088482)(0.03312342l) 

VO.202070231 V (0.033123421)^ 

= 119.9383631M5CF/D 

1 
x,= 

+ 

0.020440884 

1 )5.183795835-(41.46434637)(0.020440884) 

VO.202070231 V (0.020440884)' 

= 177.7020761M5CF/D 

1 
^ 5 = 

+ 

0.009741759 
1 13.596152748-(74.313562l)(0.009741759y 

V0.20207023lV (0.009741759)' 

= 281.34129M5CF/7) 
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The total optimum gas injection rate is: 

f 295.0912197 +125.9270512 +119.9383631 +177.7020761^ 
Ex.= 
1=1 + 281.34129 

V 
= 1000M5CF/D 

which is equal to the amount of total available gas for injection. 

The optimum oil output rates of the wells are calculated from Equations (D.l) 

through (D.5) as follows: 

66.3795262 +(2.3411654l)(295.0912197) 

^'~ 1 + (0.006947628)(295.0912197) 

= 248.2594091575/D 

13.70669684 +(6.535830025)(125.9270512) 

^ ' ~ 1 + (0.035507572)(125.9270512) 

= 152.9316134575/D 

18.73088482 +(5.61731063)(ll9.938363l) 

-̂ ' ~ l + (0.03312342l)(ll9.938363l) 

= 139.2507759575/D 

41.46434637 + (5.183795835)(l77.702076l) 
^' ~ 1 + (0.020440884)(l77.702076l) 

= 207.8055049575/D 

and 

78.8900435 + (3.596152748)(281.34129) 
^' ~ 1 + (0.009741759)(281.34129) 

= 291.5548112575/D 

The total optimum oil output rate is: 

^248.2594091 + 152.9316134 + 139.2507759 + 207.8055049^ 

Ê .= .+291.5548112 
1=1 \^ 

= 1039.802114575/D 
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The optimum rates of gas injection and oil output are presented in Table 3.14. The 

weighted average value of the squares of the correlation coefficients is calculated from 

the squared correlation coefficients listed in Table 3.7 and the optimum oil rates 

determined above as follows: 

E>.«/ 
2 _ 1=1 

R"- = 

l y . 
1=1 

(248.259409l)(0.99451244) + (l52.9316134)(0.99999153l) ^ 

+ (139.2507759)(0.999956407) + (207.8055049)(0.99999119l) 

+ (291.5548112)(0.999283085) 
- i 

= 0.998479948 

(1039.802114) 

which is presented in Table 3.15. 
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APPENDIX E: SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR 

LOST PRODUCTIONS 

In well one the optimum gas injection rate according to the quadratic function is 

269.9626645 MSCF/D, which was calculated in Appendix C. The actual oil output from 

well one for this gas injection rate will take place according to the rational function since 

it represents real data of the wells. The actual oil rate for well one corresponding to the 

quadratic optimum gas injection rate is calculated using the least square coefficients 

listed in Table 3.7 as follows: 

Actual on rate = (66-37952624 +(2.3411654l)(269.9626645)) 
(l + (0.006947628)(269.9626645)) 

= 242.8733961575/D 

The optimum oil output rate from well one for rational function is 248.2594091 

STB/D, which was calculated in Appendix D. The lost production for well one is the 

difference between this rational optimum oil rate and the actual oil rate corresponding to 

the quadratic optimum gas injection rate. So the lost production for well one is calculated 

as follows: 

Lost production= (248.2594091-242.8733961) = 5.386012993575/D 

Similar procedure is followed for calculating the lost productions for wells two 

through five. The results are presented in Table 3.16. 
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APPENDIX F: SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

Gas injection and oil output rates in Tables 3.1 through 3.5 are multiphed by unit 

gas and oil prices respectively to generate cost and revenue data of the wells. The cost 

and revenue data for well one are calculated as follows: 

X,, = ( 1 . 7 5 M 5 C F / D ) ( $ 1 . 0 0 / M 5 C F ) = $ 1 . 0 0 / D 

Xi2 = ( 1 1 5 M 5 C F / D ) ( $ 1 . 0 0 / M 5 C F ) = $ 1 1 5 / D 

Xi3 = ( 3 8 5 M 5 C F / D ) ( $ 1 . 0 0 / M 5 C F ) = $ 3 8 5 / D 

Xj4 = ( 7 3 5 M 5 C F / D ) ( $ 1 . 0 0 / M 5 C F ) = $ 7 3 5 / D 

X,, = {1290MSCF / D){$1.00/MSCF) = $1290 ID 

F̂ i = ( 6 7 5 7 5 / D ) ( $ 3 0 / 5 7 5 ) = $ 2 0 1 0 / D 

Y,, = ( 1 9 5 5 7 5 / D ) ( $ 3 0 / 5 7 5 ) = $5850/7) 

7̂ 3 = ( 2 5 7 5 7 5 / D ) ( $ 3 0 / 5 7 5 ) = $ 7 7 1 0 / D 

y ,̂ = ( 2 8 6 5 7 5 / D ) ( $ 3 0 / 5 7 5 ) = $ 8 5 8 0 / D 

ŷ g = ( 3 1 7 5 7 5 / D ) ( $ 3 0 / 5 7 5 ) = $ 9 5 1 0 / D 

where Xn through X15 are gas injection costs and Yn through Y15 are oil revenues in 

well one per day. Similariy oil revenues and costs of gas on daily basis are calculated for 

wells two through five. The revenue cost data of the wells on daily basis are shown in 

Tables 3.17 through 3.21. 
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The revenue cost data are then fit with rational function by least square method 

following the same procedure illustrated in Appendix B. So the calculation steps are not 

shown here. The resulting least square parameters are presented in Table 3.22. 

LaGrange Multiplier method is applied to determine the optimum cost of gas 

injection and oil revenue for each well following the same procedure illustrated in 

Appendix D. So the calculation steps are not shown here. The optimum costs and 

revenues are then divided by unit prices of gas and oil respectively to determine the 

optimum gas injection and oil output rates for individual wells as follows: 

X, = ^ ^$295.0912197/D^295.0912197MSCF/D 
' $1.00/M5CF $1.00/M5CF 

X. = ^ ^ $125.9270512/0 ^^25.9270512M5CF/P 
- $ 1.00/MSCF $1.00/MSCF 

. = h ,$U9.9383631/D ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 3 3 ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ $1.00/M5CF $1.00/M5CF 

, . ^ = 11ZZ^2?2Z61Z .̂177.7020761M5CF/D 
' $1.00/M5CF $1.00/M5CF 

X = ^ = $281.34129/D ^ 281.34129M5CF/D 
'5 $1.00/M5CF $1.00/M5CF 

, - _ A _ = $7447.782273/D ^ 248.2594091575/D 
^' $30/575 $30/575 

, ^ _ J L _ - ^ 1 5 ^ 1 ^ 4 8 4 0 1 ^ ^ ^ 3 2 . 9 3 1 6 1 3 4 5 7 5 / D 
• '̂ $30/575 $30/575 

_J^ %4\11.5232161 D_^^,,,^,,,^,rnm 
^' $30/STB $30/575 
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y = L: = $6234.165147/D ^ 207.8055049575/D 
$30/575 $30/575 

3,, = - i ^ = H ^ ^ : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = 291.5548imrB/Z) 
^ $30/575 $30/575 

where Xi through X5 are the optimum gas injection costs, xi through X5 are the optimum 

gas injection rates, Yi through Y5 are the optimum oil revenues and yi through ys are the 

optimum oil output rates. These values are presented in Table 3.23. 

The above analysis is subject to Hmited gas availability of 1000 MSCF/D. For 

unlimited available gas, the most economic gas allocation rate for each well is the rate of 

gas injection at which the cost of an incremental gas injection is equal to the revenue 

eamed for corresponding incremental oil output. 

The above condition for most economic gas allocation to a group of wells for 

unlimited gas supply can be expressed by following equation: 

dY = dX (F.l) 

where dY is the revenue eamed for incremental oil output and dX is the cost of 

corresponding incremental gas injection. The oil revenue Y is expressed as a rational 

function of the cost of gas injection X as follows: 

^^_{a + cX) (P2) 

{l + bX) 

The coefficients of this equation a, b and c for each well are tabulated in Table 3.22. 

Replacing Y in Equation (F.l) with the function in Equation (F.2) yields: 

/a + cX^ 

l + bX J 
= dX 
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fa + cX^ 

A. l + bX 
dX 

= 1 

{l + bX){c)-{a + cX){b)_^ 

{l + 2bX+b-X^) 

2 v 2 b'X'+2bX+l + ab-c = 0 .(F.3) 

Solving this quadratic equation for X yields: 

X = 
-2b±^4b- -4b- -4ab' +~4b^c 

2b' 
,(F.4) 

Taking the positive sign of the root: 

X = — + 
b 

1 rn 
K ^ J 

7(c - ab) .(F.5) 

Plugging the values of the coefficients a, b and c from Table 3.22 into Equation 

(F.5), the most economic daily gas allocation cost for well one for unhmited gas is: 

^ 1 = 

1 
0.006947628 

r 
+ 

1 A 

V 0.006947628 

= $937.0052184/D 

V(70.2349623-(1991.385787)(0.006947628)) 
y 

The corresponding most economic daily oil revenue for well one for unlimited gas is 

calculated from Equation (F.2) as follows: 

(1991.385787 + (70.2349623)(937.0052184)) 

^' " (l + (0.006947628)(937.0052184)) 

= $9028.260956/7) 

The most economic gas injection rate for well one for unlimited gas is calculated 

by dividing the most economic daily gas allocation cost by unit gas price as follows: 
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^1 = .???Z:52?11^1/:^ = 937.0052184M5CF/D 
""' $1.00/MSCF $1.00/MSCF 

Also the most economic oil output rate for well one for unlimited gas is calculated by 

dividing the most economic daily oil revenue by unit oil price as follows: 

, r. =S9028.260956/Z)^3^^^^203195ra/D 
' $30/575 $30/575 

Similar procedure is followed for calculating the most economic gas injection and 

oil output rates for wells two through five for unlimited gas. The most economic gas 

allocations and gas outputs for all wells for unlimited gas are presented in Table 3.24. 
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